
  

THE BENEFITS OF USING SAFEMEDWASTE  

LIMIT DIVERSION RISK  SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE  

Compatible drugs added to SafeMedWaste are SafeMedWaste dramatically reduces the lifespan immediately rendered non-

retrievable. Liquid drugs of the drug molecule, eliminating the risk of are destroyed in <24 hours and solid drugs are non-compliance 

that could result from improper destroyed in <72 hours.* handling and management of active drug molecules.  

  
REDUCE HAZARDOUS WASTE  LOWER COSTS  

The SafeMedWaste destruction byproduct is  Fast, complete onsite destruction of the drug waste non-hazardous waste, pH 

neutral, no longer effective  can help reduce the required footprint for secured  in humans or animals, and contains no 

derivatives or  onsite storage and complex handling requirements, remnants that can be used to resynthesize the original 

 while lowering the cost of transport and incineration.** drug.  

*Time is dependent on drug type, volume, concentration, and combinations. **Subject to facility and regulatory requirements.  
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HOW IT WORKS   

Safe      MedWaste is a patented chemical digestion technology for  

onsite molecular destruction of controlled substance wastage.  

When treated with SafeMedWaste, wastage is rendered  

permanently and irreversibly non - retrievable and is no longer  

effective in humans   or animals. The destruction byproduct is  

non - hazardous waste.   

  

PROVEN RESULTS   

Every drug on the SafeMedWaste compatible drug list has  

been tested at an independent DEA - licensed, cGMP certified  

laboratory to confirm safety and destruction efficacy when  

us ed   with   SafeMedWaste.   Test   results   are   available   for   review  

by qualified interested   parties   

  

EASY ONSITE DESTRUCTION OF  

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WASTAGE   



 

  INDUSTRIES SERVED  
 

 

HEALTHCARE  
The SafeMedWaste healthcare formulation is effective for liquid and solid drugs on the Compatible Drug List, including  pills, capsules, 

troches, sublingual films, patches, and suppositories. The product is available in a variety of sizes, with optional aluminum locking wall 

mounts for added security and spill prevention. The healthcare product is also suitable       for use in Law Enforcement, Military, and 

other government organizations.  

PHARMA MANUFACTURING  
SafeMedWaste pharma formulations are specifically designed to meet the high volume and API concentration demands of pharmaceutical 

manufacturing. Immediate non-retrievability and fast onsite destruction can lower the drug-related risks of diversion, non-compliance, and 

environmental contamination.  

SINGLE-USE PRODUCT  
The SafeMedWaste single-use product is a fast, easy-to-use solution for safe destruction of unused prescription drugs in the home, or 

other environments that require quick destruction of small volume solid drug waste. When used as directed, the used bottle and its 

contents can be safely discarded in standard trash receptacles.*  

*Subject to facility and regulatory requirements when used by registrants or entities not classified as an ultimate user.  

  

CUSTOMIZATION  
Scan QR Code below to view the list of controlled substances that can be destroyed by SafeMedWaste. Testing of additional Schedule 

I-V drugs is ongoing. Custom formulation development and packaging design are also available.  

    

  
INDUSTRY  

  
200 mL  

  
1 LITER  

  
3.8 LITER  

  
9.5 LITER  

  
19 LITER  

  
208 LITER  
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STANDARD PRODUCT   OPTIONS   
For Single - Use  

For Multi - Use   

For Liquid Drugs  

For Solid Drugs   
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SCAN QR CODE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF CURRENT COMPATIBLE DRUGS.   

If your business uses a controlled substance that is not on the list,   
CALL US AT (864) 764 - 1758   to find out when it will be tested.   
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